
Tip # : Check out our ne  categories!
We added a feÛ neÛ categories in order to better classifá documents.
 

We heard it Ûas complicated to find Ûhat áou Ûere looking for in the ADP 
TotalSource Forms Librará.  To ansÛer the call, Ûe'Úe moÚed some things 
around to make them easier to find!  Read on for some helpful tips Ûhen 
searching in the Forms Librará.

Feeling like a Forms 
Librar  Detecti e? 

Tip # : State forms = State Appendi
All state-specific documentation can be found in the categorá State Appendià.

Tip # : Wondering hat's in Onboarding?
The Onboarding categorá houses documents common to a NeÛ Hire.
 
*This eàcludes documents for a NeÛ Hire that are state-specific.  Those Ûill be in State 
Appendià!

Tip # : Caution hile t ping!

Tip # : When in doubt, don't limit here ou 
look!

HaÚe an emploáee needing to take a LeaÚe?  Check out our neÛ categorá specificallá 
for LeaÚe of Absence!
Need some forms for candidates?  Theá can be found in the categorá Pre-
Emploáment.

All state forms haÚe been standardized to contain the name of the state at the 
beginning of the document title.  No state abbreÚiations!
We remoÚed all háphens from the form title to improÚe áour search eàperience.
Best practice is to alÛaás look in a topic categorá such as Onboarding or 
Termination as Ûell as the State Appendià for those forms specificallá designated 
bá a state.  This Ûaá áou coÚer all áour bases!

The Search in Forms Librará is looking for an eàact match, not something close to Ûhat 
áou keá in.

Make sure áou haÚe the proper spelling Ûhen using the Search boà.
This includes the states Ûhen searching - search on the state name, not the 
abbreÚiation!

Categories are a great Ûaá to hone in on Ûhat áou are looking for, but Ûill limit the scope 
of áour search.  As mentioned in Tip #2, the document might not be Ûhere áou think!
 
To Ûiden áour search parameters, don't select a categorá filter.  Simplá use the Search 
boà in order to search the entire Forms Librará.


